Abstract. The first results from the Stopped Beam RISING experimental campaign performed at the GSI laboratory in Darmstadt, Germany, are presented. RISING {Rare ISotope INvestigations at GSI) constitutes a major new experimental program in European nuclear structure physics research aimed at using relativistic-energy, projectile-fragmentation reactions to study nuclei with exotic proton-to-neutron ratios. This paper introduces the physics aims of the Stopped RISING collaboration and presents some technical details and initial results from experiments using the RISING array to study decays from metastable nuclear states in both proton and neutron-rich nuclei.
INTRODUCTION
The study of the internal structure of atomic nuclei with exotic proton to neutron ratios has become a main thrust of nuclear physics research worldwide [1] . This interest has led to the development of radioactive beam facilities which allow the production and study of nuclear species of specific elements as radioactive beams of nuclei [2] . Two main techniques are used for such work, namely (i) Isotope Separation On Line and (ii) Projectile Fragmentation/Fission. In the latter, fast beams traveling at speeds greater than the Fermi velocity (i.e. typically with energies greater than 50 MeV per nucleon) are used to induce reactions on thick stationary targets. Large magnetic separators such as the GSI Fragment Separator (FRS) [3, 4] can then be used to both select and identify the exotic secondary species of interest using magnetic rigidity, time of flight and energy loss measurements. Such high-energy collisions produce a plethora of residual nuclei following a two step process of abrasion (i.e., the initial removal of nucleons from the beam nucleus) and ablation (i.e. the evaporation of subsequent light particles as the hot initial fragment cools down) [5] . This paper reports on the first results of the Stopped RISING collaboration, aimed at investigating the structure of exotic nuclei following their production in projectile fragmentation reactions at GSI.
THE RISING PROJECT
RISING is the acronym for 'Rare Isotope INvestigations at GSI' and involves the use of highefficiency germanium CLUSTER detectors [6] for nuclear spectroscopy studies using projectile fragmentation beams.
The Stopped Beam RISING Project
The Stopped Beam RISING project is aimed at utilizing the combined power of a highly modular yray spectrometer with the selection power of the FRS to identify decays from (i) metastable states in and/or (ii) following the P-decay of the exotic nuclei. The use of projectile fragmentation reactions to study decays from metastable states was pioneered in experiments at the GANIL laboratory using intermediate energy beams [8] [9] [10] . Subsequent work using higher energy beams approaching 1 GeV per nucleon has been carried out at GSI using heavy beams such as 208 Pb [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] and 238 U [16] [17] [18] . A significant part of the Stopped Beam RISING Campaign is aimed at building on these previous experiments in order investigate the limits of nuclear isomer spectroscopy. The photopeak y-ray efficiency measured in the center of a 7 mm thick plastic passive stopper placed in the focal plane was measured to be 14(1)% at 661 keV and 9(1)% at 1332 keV for 102 working crystals (note these values are without Compton add-back between neighboring detectors). One of the major innovations utilized in the initial Stopped Beam RISING experiments was the use of digital electronics to process both the energy and timing signals from the germanium detectors. These were instrumented using 4-fold DGF ('Digital Gamma Finder') modules similar to those described in [19] . These modules incorporate a free running internal clock with an intrinsic 25ns timing stamp associated with each y-ray event. This enables excellent correlation to be determined between specific ions implanted in the passive stopper placed in the center of the FRS final focal plane and any subsequent decay from isomeric states with half-lives in the 10ns to 1ms range. 
Experimental Examples
energy versus decay time after implantation can then be created for each individual nuclear species.
The first two experiments performed as part of the Stopped RISING campaign were studies using the projectile fragmentation of: (i) a 750 MeV/w 107 Ag and (ii) 1 GoV/u 208 Pb beam to study (i) isospin symmetry and proton-neutron pairing effects and (ii) the role of proton-hole excitations in the doubly magic 208 Pb core and the robustness of the N=126 shell closure in neutron-rich nuclei respectively. Figure 2 shows examples of the raw particle identification spectra produced in the study of the N=Z=43 nucleus, 86 Tc using the 107 Ag primary beam. By selecting specific species, previously reported isomeric decays associated with neighbouring nuclei such as 84 Nb [20] can be selected. Two-dimensional matrices of y-ray 
